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ABSTRACT
Wireless networks are essential building blocks of rural broadband.
However, rural wireless is subject to both environmental factors
and complex, fast-varying network dynamics and uncertainties.
Supporting advanced applications with stringent throughput and
latency guarantees (e.g., 360◦ 4K live streaming for farming ob-
servations) in such challenging networks demands whole-stack in-
novations including those at the transport layer. To this end, we
propose the Liquid Wireless Transport Layer (LiqTL) that enables
low-latency, data-intensive video streaming services over hetero-
geneous wireless networks, and, in this work, we focus on the Liq-
uid Processing Module (LiqPM) that leverages the state-of-the-art
RaptorQ fountain code to enable real-time, reliable data transport
over lossy wireless networks. We implement a baseline prototype
of LiqTL in the ARA wireless living lab and deploy a mobile 360◦
4K video streaming application to evaluate its performance. The
robustness of LiqTL is evaluated in terms of quality of experience
(QoE) through themetric of displayed frames per second (FPS). Our
results show that LiqTL over a single path improves the FPS as com-
paredwith alternative solutions, and LiqTL overmultiple paths can
provide a stable performance around 28–30 FPS in challenging en-
vironments.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Supporting reliable, real-time, and high-quality video streaming
services over wireless networks for agricultural use-cases in ru-
ral areas poses unique challenges. The diverse environmental fac-
tors such as weather, terrain, foliage, and crop types and densi-
ties heavily constrain the performance of wireless networks. To ad-
dress these challenges, we propose the Liquid Wireless Transport
Layer (LiqTL) framework to enable reliable, real-time, and high-
throughput data transport across complexwireless networks in the
presence of fast-varying network dynamics and uncertainties.

Our LiqTL framework uses the state-of-the-art RaptorQ foun-
tain code [5, 8] to provide high reliability and maintain low latency
while delivering streaming services over wireless links in challeng-
ing network environments. At a high-level, the LiqTL framework
consists of three key building blocks: liquid processing module
(LiqPM), rate adaptation, and liquid data traffic steering, switch-
ing, and splitting (LiqTSSS). As a first step towards realizing LiqTL,
this study focuses on the LiqPM building block that utilizes the

RaptorQ encoder to transform application-generated data into liq-
uid data [1]. The liquid data are then transmitted through hetero-
geneous wireless interfaces via end-to-end tunnels to the LiqPM
receiver. Our LiqPM enables low-latency and efficient data deliv-
ery by taking advantage of liquid data’s key properties [8] where:
(1) RaptorQ encoder can efficiently generate as many liquid data as
needed on the fly; and (2) RaptorQ decoder can recover source data
blocks efficiently from any subset of received liquid data of suffi-
cient cardinality, and it is sufficient that the amount of received
liquid data is equal to or slightly more than that of the application-
generated data.These two properties enable reliable, real-time data
transport with low overhead. For instance, unlike retransmision-
based mechanisms in ensuring transport reliability, LiqPM does
not incur the delay introduced by detecting data loss and then re-
transmitting lost data.

Using the ARA wireless living lab [13], we implement LiqTL
and evaluate its performance in real-world agriculture farm set-
tings. Our previous study of single path LiqTL has demonstrated
a robust performance for supporting real-time, data-intensive ap-
plications. This shows that the use of RaptorQ codes and liquid
data in LiqTL helps combat the dynamics and uncertainties in wire-
less networks. LiqTL also natively supports the use of heteroge-
neous wireless networks to further improve the reliability, timeli-
ness, and throughput of data transport, by leveraging the diversity
provided by different wireless networks. Our real-world measure-
ment study in this paper shows that multipath LiqTL significantly
improves the user-perceived quality of experience (QoE) for real-
time video streaming applications.

Compared with other multipath transport layer pproaches [2,
3, 7, 12], LiqTL is unique in the following manners: Firstly, LiqTL
leverages RaptorQ and liquid data to proactively ensure reliable,
real-time data transport with low overhead, thus reducing the de-
lay introduced in retransmission-based protocols; Secondly, the na-
ture of liquid data enables LiqTL to support seamless handover un-
der high mobility and wireless channel uncertainties; Thirdly, we
evaluate the performance of LiqTL in supporting real-time video
streaming applications in real-world farm settings, and we demon-
strate the strength of LiqTL in real-time, high-throughput data
transport in the presence of mobility and uncertainties in rural
wireless networks.

In summary, our contributions in this paper are as follows. First,
we propose the LiqTL framework that leverages the RaptorQ code
and liquid data for reliable, real-time, and high-throughput data
transport in wireless networks; Second, we implement a field de-
ployable prototype of LiqPM, a key LiqTL building block for liquid
data processing, and the prototype can work with both a single



network interface and multiple network interfaces to support reli-
able, real-time transport of liquid data; Thirdly, we provide an ex-
perimental evaluation framework for LiqTL over 5G rural wireless
networks, and evaluate the performance of LiqTL in supporting
real-time video streaming services for precision agriculture.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We present
the LiqTL framework in Section 2 and detail the design and imple-
mentation of LiqPM in Section 3. We describe the real-world LiqTL
implementation over 5G networks and the experimental setup in
Section 4, and we evaluate the performance of LiqTL in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 REAL-TIME LIQUID WIRELESS
TRANSPORT

In what follows, we first present the intuition behind leveraging
the RaptorQ codes in the design of the Liquid Wireless Transport
Layer (LiqTL), then present the architecture of LiqTL and detail
its key modules for enabling real-time, reliable, and data-intensive
data transport over wireless networks.

2.1 RaptorQ Code
In our current design of LiqTL, we use the state-of-the-art RaptorQ
codes [6, 8] to enable real-time, reliable data transport. RaptorQ is
based on LT codes [4], and it is one of the most efficient fountain
codes available today.

At a sender, a source block of data is partitioned into source
symbols, from which the RaptorQ encoder generates repair sym-
bols. Source and repair symbols are sent to a receiver in the pay-
loads of UDP packets. We use the term liquid data to refer to the
combination of source symbols and repair symbols, because these
symbols have properties analogous to those of a liquid [5].

At the receiver, the RaptorQ decoder is used to reconstruct the
source block from any sufficient number of received source and
repair symbols, i.e., from any sufficient amount of received liquid
data. RaptorQ has the following key properties:

(1) Expandability: A RaptorQ encoder can generate as many re-
pair symbols as needed on the fly from a source block, i.e.,
as much liquid data as needed can be generated.

(2) Interchangeability and low overhead: A RaptorQ decoder can
recover a source block from any portion of liquid data that
is the size of the source block; in rare cases slightly more
liquid data is required.

(3) Efficient processing: We use a RaptorQ implementation that
provides linear time encoding and decoding.This allows low
CPU processing to encode or decode any size source blocks.

2.2 Liquid Wireless Transport Layer (LiqTL)
Towards reliable, high throughput, and low-latency wireless data
transport, we propose the LiquidWireless Transport Layer (LiqTL)
as a layer between the applications and UDP in the network stack.
We implement LiqTL in user-space to enable seamless deployment
to existing applications. LiqTL takes advantage of the existing UDP
transport protocol, allowing liquid data to traverse middleboxes
in the Internet. Three key functions of LiqTL include the follow-
ing: (1) For each given application data block, generate liquid data
as needed; (2) Adapt liquid data generation rate based on in-situ

network conditions; and (3) Determine the network interface used
to transmit liquid data for the overall optimization of liquid data
transport in the network with a multitude of applications.

Fig. 1 depicts the design of LiqTL. The key building blocks of
LiqTL are as follows:

(1) Liquid processing module (LiqPM). At the sender side, LiqPM
is responsible for transforming application data into liquid
data ready to be transmitted over the network. At the re-
ceiver side, LiqPM recovers/decodes the application data from
the liquid data received. RaptorQ encoder and decoder are
used at the sender and receiver side, respectively, to perform
the involved key functions.

(2) Rate adaptation. To optimize overall network utility in de-
livering real-time data from all the applications and users,
LiqTL adjusts the amount of liquid data sent to the network
depending on in-situ network conditions.

(3) Traffic steering, splitting, and switching (LiqTSSS). In a net-
workwhere heterogeneous network interfaces are available,
it becomes crucial to determine the interface to which each
piece of liquid data should be transmitted over. To ensure re-
liable, high-throughput, and low-latency data transport and
to optimize the overall network performance, LiqTSSS care-
fully considers factors such as in-situ wireless link perfor-
mance and end-to-end path congestion in making decisions
on the amount of liquid data to be delivered through the in-
dividual interfaces over time. The nature of liquid data [5]
enables LiqTSSS to natively support seamless handover un-
der mobility and wireless channel uncertainties.

Real-Time, Data-Intensive Applications

Liquid Wireless Transport Layer (LiqTL)

Liquid Processing
Module (LiqPM)

Network Interface

Rate Adaptation
Traffic Steering,

Splitting, Switching

UDP/IP

Figure 1: Design of LiquidWireless Transport Layer (LiqTL).

As a first step towards realizing LiqTL, this study focuses on
implementing and evaluating the base building block LiqPM, with
rate adaptation and LiqTSSS delegated as part of the future work.

3 LIQUID PROCESSING MODULE
As far as our liquid networking framework is concerned, the sender
LiqPM (S-LiqPM) handles the real-time application data intended
for the receiver. S-LiqPM generates liquid data from the applica-
tion data using the state-of-the-art RaptorQ encoder and deter-
mines the rate at which liquid data shall be sent to the receiver. Sim-
ilarly, the receiver LiqPM (R-LiqPM) recreates the application data
from the received liquid data utilizing the RaptorQ decoder. More-
over, R-LiqPM continuously sends feedback to the sender with the
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state of the received liquid data to assist S-LiqPM in making deci-
sions. Such a feedback is useful to adjust the amount of fountain
encoded data to be generated depending on real-time network con-
ditions. To enable the seamless integration of LiqPM into the exist-
ing network stacks and applications, we make use of the tunnel
interface for liquid data exchange between S-LiqPM and R-LiqPM.
Fig. 2 illustrates the high-level view of the end-to-end LiqPMwork-
flow.
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Figure 2: The proposed end-to-end LiqTL architecture. Any
video streaming framework such as GStreamer [9] can be in-
tegrated to our solution to provide video streaming services.

3.1 LiqPM Implementation at Sender Side
Fig. 3 illustrates our current implementation of LiqPM at the sender
side (S-LiqPM) and its key functions: (1) application-data intercep-
tion and source block generation, (2) RaptorQ encoding, and (3)
liquid data packetization.

Real-Time, Data-Intensive Applications

Repair Symbols

Liquid
Processing
Module

Source block 

Liquid data packetization

Source Symbols
RaptorQ encoding

... App Data 1

Source Symbols

Liquid Data 3... Liquid Data 2 Liquid Data 1

UDP/IP

Network Interface 1 Network Interface n.......

...

App Data 2

Figure 3: Current implementation of the Liquid Processing
Module (LiqPM) at the sender side.

First, S-LiqPM intercepts the application data that has been pro-
cessed in the tunnel interface. The data packets intercepted for a
specific duration of time (defined as the tunnel block timer and is
set to 5ms in our experiments) are taken as the input to the source

block generator. The intercepted data packets are concatenated to
generate the source block. Then, the source block is taken as the
input to the RaptorQ encoder to generate repair symbols, which
together with the source symbols form the liquid data. After that,
the liquid data undergoes packetization, i.e., each source and re-
pair symbol is copied into the payload of a UDP packet (with an
appropriate header added) and sent to the receiver.

The timeout of tunnel block timer can be tuned depending on
the network conditions as well as the requirements of the user ap-
plication. Setting short or long tunnel-block timeouts may impact
the size of the source block. With short timeouts, the size of source
block becomes small, thereby generating more repair packets in
the liquid data. However, sending more such liquid data becomes
a challenging task, especially under extreme network conditions
that may involve significant packet loss.

3.2 LiqPM Implementation at Receiver Side
At the receiver side, R-LiqPM reverses the sequence of functions
discussed in S-LiqPM. On receiving liquid data, R-LiqPM performs
liquid data depacketization, i.e., uses the UDPheader to identify the
liquid data carried in each packet. As soon as the R-LiqPM receives
the required amount of liquid data, it runs the RaptorQ decoder to
recover the source block. Recall that R-LiqPM continuously sends
feedback packets to S-LiqPM that include: (1) the highest sequence
number received so far, (2) the total number of UDP packets car-
rying liquid data that have been received, and (3) the amount of
liquid data required for recovering the current source block. Once
the decoder is able to recover the source block, the original set of
data packets are re-generated, which are then handed over to the
application.

3.3 LiqPM Multipath Extension
Successfully delivering data-intensive, real-time applications over
a rural wireless network to ensure an immersive user experience
poses significant challenges. The characteristics of rural environ-
ments coupled with the mobility of users may result in frequent
wireless channel fluctuations. Consequently, it becomes vital to en-
able network services that can leverage multiple network connec-
tions to improve resilience, throughput, and latency. In Section 2,
we discussed the rationale behind the use of RaptorQ fountain
codes and outlined the initial implementation towards realizing
LiqTL framework. By leveraging the inherent features of the Rap-
torQ fountain code, such as expandability and interchangeability,
the LiqPM instance can effortlessly extend its functionality beyond
a single network interface [5].

Our current design of LiqPM to accommodate multiple network
interfaces is shown in Fig. 3. Similar to the single interface model,
the multipath version of LiqPM also employs three main functions.
The sender and receiver exchange liquid data over multiple paths
through a single tunnel interface. The only addition to be made
at S-LiqPM in the multipath extension is to specify the distribu-
tion of liquid data sent over each interface. In order to allow S-
LiqPM to collect accurate network statistics and tune the distri-
bution of liquid data among multiple interfaces in real-time, it is
important to select the most reliable path for the feedback pack-
ets to ensure their delivery to the sender. In our current prototype
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implementation, we distribute the liquid data in proportion to the
maximum capacity offered by each path. For instance, if Path-1
(through Interface-1) offers 40Mbps and Path-2 (through Interface-
2) offers 60Mbps, the liquid data is distributed in the ratio of 2:3
between interfaces 1 and 2. Dynamic tuning of liquid data distri-
bution among multiple interfaces is part of future work.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed LiqTL solution,
we deployed and evaluated it in the ARAWireless Living Lab [13],
an at-scale experimental testbed deployed in Central Iowa. ARA is
part of the NSF Platforms for AdvancedWireless Research (PAWR)
program, and the goal is to enable research and development of
rural-focused wireless technologies. A key feature of the ARA plat-
form is the availability of nodes enabled with multiple network in-
terfaces operating at multiple frequency bands such as TV White
Space (TVWS) (460–776 MHz), mid-band (3.4–3.6 GHz), and mm-
Wave (27.50–28.35 GHz).

4.1 Hardware
For the experiment, we set up a mobile farm observation system
using an Insta360 Pro 2-360◦ VR camera equipped with six lenses,
each streaming 4K video to the data center at 30 frames per sec-
ond (FPS) with a maximum bit rate of 60Mbps. The camera was
mounted on the rooftop of a truck as shown in Figure 4. During
the experiment, we drove the truck across the field under vary-
ing network conditions. The truck is equipped with an ARA User
Equipment (UE) consisting of multiple wireless radios operating
under different frequency bands, thus providing network hetero-
geneity. For streaming the video from the camera, we make use of
two wireless radios: (1) a Skylark massive MIMO (mMIMO) CPE
module operating in TVWS band offering up to 25Mbps uplink
(UL) and 100Mbps downlink (DL) over a distance of 10 km, and
(2) a COTS Quectel module operating in the mid-band Ericsson
network offering up to 100Mbps UL and 600Mbps DL over a dis-
tance of 4 km. A Supermicro X12 compute node, equipped with
Intel Xeon D-1736NT processor and running Ubuntu 20.04 LTS
Server operating system and is installed inside the UE box, hosts
both the wireless radios and the camera. Fig. 4 shows the UE box,
the wireless radios, antennas, and the camera. On the other end of
the wireless links from the UE, we have two base stations (BSes):
(1) a Skylark BS at Wilson Hall and (2) an Ericsson BS at Curtiss
Farm. The Skylark mMIMO component of UE connects to the BS
at Wilson Hall while theQuectel COTS UEmodule connects to the
Curtiss Farm BS. A logical diagram of the end-to-end experiment
framework is shown in Figure 5.

4.2 Software
For the farm observation, we live-stream the video from the UE in
the field to the streaming server at the data center via Real Time
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) using the GStreamer framework [9].
The GStreamer RTP plugin takes the stream from the camera and
sends it to the data center overmultiple wirelress links. Once reach-
ing the BS, the traffic is routed to the data center over the fiber back-
haul. Users can watch the video from the streaming server using
any of the RTSP-enabled applications such as Open Broadcaster

360o Camera

UE Box

Skylark CPE

Skylark Antenna

Quectel RadioQuectel Radio

Figure 4: Mobile UE used in the experiment.
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Figure 5: End-to-end view of farm observation application.

Software (OBS) studio [10]. In fact, the XR applications can make
use of our framework to view the video from XR headsets with
the help of RTSP/Real-Time Messaging Protocol (RTMP)/HTTP
Live Streaming (HLS) protocol. The liquid processing module es-
tablishes a liquid tunnel between the UE and the streaming server,
and implements both RaptorQ encoding and multipath support
without requiring any changes to the existing applications. The
tunnel enables ultra-reliable low-latency communication overmul-
tiple network network interfaces, enabling multipath communica-
tion over two different 5G networks. This process was explained
in detail in Section 3.

4.3 Experiment Description
Theexperiment involves driving the truck carrying the UE through
the Curtiss Farmfield as shown in Fig. 6, while the UE continuously
streams the video to the data center over single/multiple wireless
links. The truck starts at Point A and stops at Point E (which are
250m apart), as denoted in the zoomed-in region of Fig. 6, moving
at a constant speed of about 8 km/h to simulate the slow speed of
agriculture vehicles in the farm field. The overall duration of an ex-
periment trial is around 120 seconds. For Skylark, except between
Points C and D, the UE is in line-of-sight (LoS) withWilson Hall BS.
On the other hand, the COTS UE (Quectel) module is in LoS with
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Curtiss Farm BS only from Point A to Point B, while for the other
parts of the route, Quectel is in non-LoS (NLoS) due to the foliage.
It is important to note that between Points C and D, both Skylark
and Quectel are in NLoS. During the experiment, we collect the
performance metrics using GstPerf [11].

Curtiss Farm BS

Wilson Hall BS2.41 km

1.33 km

Experiment
Vehicle Route

A
B

C
D

E

Figure 6: A field view of experimental settings.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of LiqTL, we use Frames per Sec-
ond (FPS)—the number frames successfully received and displayed
at the receiver per second—as the performance metric of Quality
of Experience (QoE). We choose the experiment location in such
a way to demonstrate the benefits of using liquid encoding under
single-path and multipath settings. As discussed in Section 4.3, the
foliage makes Quectel to operate with the Ericsson mid-band net-
work under link disruptions, thereby forcing the video streaming
application depend more on the Skylark link. Since Skylark does
not provide sufficient bandwidth in streaming compared to the Er-
icsson network, the application makes use of liquid encoding to
ensure better QoE. Therefore, we set the video streaming configu-
ration to 4K 2D resolution at 30 FPS with a bit-rate of 15Mbps for
our experiment. To demonstrate the benefits of liquid networking,
we include five modes of operation in our experiment: (a) Liquid
over multipath, (b) Liquid overQuectel, (c)Quectel without liquid,
(d) Liquid over Skylark, and (e) Skylark without liquid.

5.1 Evaluation Results
Fig. 7 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of FPS
from our video streaming application under different modes of op-
eration during an experiment trial. Among the five modes, Liquid
over multipath yields the best QoE with FPS almost always higher
than 27. It is also important to note that the modes operating with
liquid support offer better quality than their non-liquid counter-
parts. As far as the UE wireless modules are concerned, Quectel
outperforms Skylark in both liquid and non-liquid modes due to
its higher UL/DL bit rates. It is also interesting to observe that the
non-multipath modes are insufficient to offer consistent FPS over

the course of the experiment, thereby asserting the significance of
liquid-enabled multipath mode in QoE-sensitive real-time stream-
ing applications.

0
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Liquid over multipath
Liquid over Quectel
Quectel without liquid
Liquid over Skylark
Skylark without liquid

Figure 7: CDF of measured FPS over an experiment trial.

Fig. 8 plots the measured FPS for each operation mode at dif-
ferent UE locations along the experiment route, which starts at
Point A and ends at Point E, as shown in Fig. 6. Recall that Skylark
enters NLoS between Points C and D due to the water tower, while
Quectel remains in NLoS beyond Point B. As a result, we can ob-
serve from Fig. 8(c) that, even though theQuectel linkmay support
up to 100Mbps UL under ideal channel conditions, it exhibits un-
stable FPS performance beyond Point B in our experiment. In com-
parison, when LiqPM is activated,Quectel was able to compensate
some of the packet losses during part of the route, hence improving
the FPS, as shown in Fig. 8(b). This effect was particularly notice-
able beyond Point D when LoS is recovered. Similar observations
can be made for the Skylark link by comparing Figs. 8(d) with (e).
In fact, due to its limited UL (≤ 25Mbps), Skylark alone is unable
to sustain any meaningful video streaming, while its performance
improves significantly with the liquid support.

In contrast, it is clear that liquid over multipath offers a consis-
tent high FPS except for a brief period of time, between Points C
and D, when both Skylark and Quectel are in NLoS (justified by
near-zero FPS in both Skylark andQuectel plots between C and D)
and both links experience extremely bad channel conditions. In
other parts of the route, Skylark and Quectel cooperate with each
other in multipath mode to ensure a high FPS.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose Liquid Wireless Transport Layer (LiqTL)
as an innovative solution to enable real-time, data-intensive ap-
plications across wireless networks in challenging environments.
We describe the details of the Liquid Processing Module (LiqPM)—
a key building block of LiqTL—that leverages the state-of-the-art
RaptorQ fountain code to enable real-time, reliable data transport
over lossy wireless networks. We evaluate a baseline prototype of
LiqTL in the ARA wireless living lab and demonstrate the supe-
rior performance of single-path and multi-path LiqTL with a video
streaming measurement study in the farm field.

As part of the future work, we will investigate the other two
building blocks of LiqTL, namely rate adaptation and LiqTSSS. We
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Figure 8: Measured FPS vs. UE location during the same trial
as in Fig. 7.

will further investigate the benefits of LiqTL by conducting more
experiments under various wireless network conditions and evalu-
ating it with additional performance metrics such as latency, stall
ratio, and structural similarity.
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